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Abstract. Markov random fields (MRFs) have been shown to be a powerful and relatively compact stochastic model for imagery in the context of Bayesian estimation. The simplicity of their conventional embodiment implies local computation in iterative processes and relatively noncommittal statistical descriptions of image ensembles, resulting in stable estimators, particularly under models with strictly convex potential functions. This simplicity may be a liability, however, when the inherent bias of minimum mean-squared error or maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimators attenuate all but the lowest spatial frequencies. In this paper we explore generalization of MRFs by considering frequency-domain design of weighting coefficients which describe strengths of interconnections between clique members. Keywords: Markov random fields, a priori density PACS: 07.05.Pj,02.50.Ga



INTRODUCTION The Markov random field (MRF) model has for several decades played a prominent role in Bayesian image estimation. While economical in its parameterization of multidimensional random phenomena, it provides a powerful ensemble of descriptive models and effective regularization in inverse problems. A generic Gibbs distribution, whose equivalence to the MRF is established by the Hammersly-Clifford Theorem [1], has the form pX (x) = Z −1 exp(V (x)).



(1)



The normalization constant Z, sometimes referred to as the “partition function,” is essential in MRF parameter estimation, but will not be of great interest here. The energy function associated with common MRFs for the realization x of the random field X may be written in the form V (x) =



-



{i, j}∈C



wi, j l (xi − x j ),



(2)



with C the collection of cliques describing the neighborhood of each pixel, {w i, j } the set of weights for penalizing local differences according to relative spatial locations, and l (·) describing the penalty as a function of the magnitude of local pixel differences.



The set {wi, j } is typically chosen to penalize differences inversely proportionally to distance between sites, or some such minimally committal form. Gauss-Markov models [2] feature a log prior of log pX (x) = −(1/2)a xT Rx + constant,



(3)



which incorporates inverse spatial covariance of the model into the matrix R. The implicit spectral model of X is therefore the inverse of the power spectral density modeled by R. Second-order MRFs approximately invariant to rotation have essentially one degree of freedom in choosing the weighting coefficients, the ratio of diagonal to horizontal and vertical weights. This limits any spectral description to a crude lowpass model. The goal of this paper is exploration of the potential of higher-order MRFs in controlling bias/variance tradeoff among spatial frequencies, with greater control of overall frequency response in inverse operators.



MRFS IN LINEAR INVERSE PROBLEMS While we apply the resulting stochastic models with both quadratic and non-quadratic penalties in the function l of (2), we revert to linear analysis for approximation of frequency response characteristics of inverse operators. Consider the inverse problem posed by y = Hx + n,



(4)



in which the distribution of the noise in n dictates a quadratic log-likelihood function with norming matrix (e.g. inverse covariance) D. Under quadratic models, the least mean-squared error estimate of x is xˆ = (H T DH + a R)−1 H T Dy.



(5)



We may wish to include the effects of the forward and inverse operators, and look at their combination as a system response. In this case, using a frequency-domain representation of the total transformation, the system response to x is G(t ) =



HD (t ) , HD (t ) + a R(t )



(6)



where HD (t ) is a local spectral representation of the operator H T DH, and the filter exhibits the familiar Fourier representation of the Wiener filter for shift-invariant linear filtering as solution to the estimation problem. The bias toward zero of the estimate of each frequency component in xˆ is observed as



a R(t ) HD (t ) + a R(t ) the reduction of magnitude according to noise-to-signal ratio in the pursuit of minimum mean-squared error (MSE) at each frequency.
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FIGURE 1. Top row, left to right: Fourier transform of 3 × 3 blurring filter; R(t ) for conventional 2ndorder MRF; MAP estimator response to signal in inverse problem. Bottom row, left to right: R(t ) for 5 × 5 neighborhood MRF; estimator response to signal component.



SPECTRAL PERSPECTIVE ON MRF DESIGN Particularly if we wish to make the estimator adaptive to local texture or boundaries, large a priori probabilities of prominent narrow-band signal components may be quite appropriate. Conditioned on detection of a known texture, or objects characterized by presence of strong elements of a known frequency band, it may be desirable to suppress noise differentially by an R(t ) which is much more forgiving of specific frequencies. The very simple spectral model of the signal to be recovered which is implied by low-order MRF models allows little tuning of the inverse operator to specific spectral characteristics. Expanding the number of two-member cliques enriches the a priori modeling in its ability to focus spectral characteristics. Figure 1 includes a simple example. The inverse operator of the top row is generated to recover a two-dimensional signal from blurring by a 3×3 kernel followed by addition of white, Gaussian noise. Both noise and signal variance are set to unity. The most common formulation of 2nd-order MRF weights implies the inverse signal power spectral density in the top center, and the MAP estimator has a response shown in the adjacent plot. This estimator attenuates heavily the normalized frequencies above 0.3. If we know that our signal has important components in this range, but have a priori knowledge that higher frequencies are absent, R(t ) may be designed as shown to emphasize less biased recovery of important intermediate frequency content, while still suppressing high frequency noise. In this case, the function R(t ) is designed via frequency sampling on a 5 × 5 uniform pattern. The samples below normalized frequency magnitude 0.6 are set to zero penalty, and those above to 1. Though a larger transition band may be more practical, this at least illustrates potentially increased control of MRF behavior.
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FIGURE 2. Left: R(t ) designed via one-dimensional frequency sampling and McClellan transform for boost of frequencies near 0.5; right: MRF clique weights which correspond to the frequency-domain penalization of R(t ).



As is obvious in (5), the linear least-squared error estimator biases the signal only toward zero, as all components of the expression are positive. Within conventional estimation, this is desirable, but if perceived image qualities become more important than quantitative measure, or if a particular spectral component’s amplification is desired for greater visibility, negative values in R(t ) present an option. This notion immediately challenges the stochastic image model’s correctness, as it contradicts the non-negative definiteness of the autocorrelation, and makes the a priori image model decidedly improper. However, we observe that the great majority of MRFs, which penalize only pixel differences, are also improper probability densities. Improper densities are routinely applied to estimation [3], with reliance on combination with likelihood functions to formulate stable estimates. From the equations above, we note that the condition R(t ) > −HD (t )



(7)



maintains stability in the MAP estimate provided the a posteriori density is viable for the entire observation space of Y . As an example, consider the inverse (improper) spectral density R(t ) shown in Figure 2. This function is constructed through one-dimensional nonuniformly spaced frequency sampling design, with negative values between normalized frequency 0.5 and 0.6, boosting intermediate frequency components. The resulting filter is transformed into and 11 × 11 two-dimensional equivalent via the McClellan transform. The corresponding set of coefficients includes negative values, which positively sanction some larger local differences. We have applied this set of coefficients to a classical deblurring problem with the image of Figure 3. The corrupted image has been blurred by a separable filter hhT where h has coefficients (0.25, 0.5, 0.25). Additive noise is i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian with mw = 10.0. The estimates in the lower half of Figure 3, as do all the reconstructions in this paper, result from sequential iterative optimization until mean-squared pixel change over one full iteration falls below 0.01 on the (0,255) intensity scale. The estimate regularized by the conventional, second-order MRF is the subjectively best result under the Gaussian image model, with good noise suppression, but also significant loss of resolution. On the lower right of Figure 3 we apply the design illustrated in Figure 2. Here the highest frequency noise is equally effectively removed; however, intermediate



FIGURE 3. Top left: Original Kodiak; top right: blurred by 3× 3 kernel with Gaussian noise of standard deviation 10.0 added; lower left: estimate using known blur and conventional Gaussian MRF; lower right: estimate with spectral design of MRF coefficients. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Ken Hanson.)



frequencies are sustained or slightly amplified. Surviving narrow-band noise produces a somewhat mottled look to the image, but the improvement of resolution in the strongest signal frequencies gives the last image perceptual advantage. Figure 4 illustrates an image reconstruction application in which a narrow band of frequencies describing the interior structure of bone is of interest. These data are captured in axial mode on a 32-slice General Electric X-ray CT scanner, with a very high-dose data set providing accurate detail in a conventional filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstruc-



FIGURE 4. Top left: “Ground truth" image, taken from high-dose scan of pig’s head; top right: filtered backprojection reconstruction using bone-enhancing filter; lower left: MAP reconstruction with conventional image model and parameters adjusted for soft tissue rendering; lower right: MAP reconstruction with spectral design of 11 × 11 MRF coefficients and Gaussian MRF model. Optimization was achieved with iterative coordinate descent.



tion. FBP allows filter selection for varying cut-offs and frequency response shapes, with the upper right image illustrating emphasis of interior bone structure. Bayesian reconstruction, with a conventional neighborhood edge-preserving prior [4] chosen for good quality rendering of soft tissue, may smooth parts of this detail as shown. Using the coefficients from Figure 2 for the in-plane regularization, the MAP estimate under the spectral design highlights the desired frequency band while eliminating noise effectively at other frequencies. This result comes, of course, at the expense of added computation due to the larger neighborhood involved in each pixel’s update. The enhanced image



consumed approximately double the reconstruction time of the conventional MRF estimate. An adaptive implementation, which could apply these more complicated priors parsimoniously, may eliminate the majority of that cost. The MRF discussed has not been particularly carefully designed in order, or in frequency characteristic. For example, the coefficients of Figure 2 could effectively be windowed to 7 × 7. Surely better results and/or lower order MRFs with similar results are possible. However, we have shown that some degree of fruitful manipulation of the spatial frequency response of Gaussian MRF-based Bayesian estimators is possible even with relatively simple design.



NONQUADRATIC MODELS Non-Gaussian MRFs do not strictly follow the linear analysis of estimator forms and properties explained above. Nonetheless, we will attempt to capitalize on the understanding the linear case grants us to extend these ideas to Bayesian estimation under more general models. Despite differences in the energy function and consequent variation in rendering of discontinuities, we conjecture that the spatial frequency properties of the linear case will to a great degree be shared by nonlinear estimates. Much innovation has been focused on the function l (·), with the classical quadratic smoothing penalty often replaced by alternatives which penalize large differences less dramatically in order to better preserve discontinuities in pixel values [5, 6, 7]. Strict convexity of the negative log a posteriori probability density is highly desirable for reliable convergence and stable estimation. At a minimum, positive-definiteness of the Hessian of the negative log a priori density requires the diagonal terms satisfy



-



i∈N j



wi j



,2 l (x j − xi ) ≥ 0 , x2j



(8)



over the entire feasible set for the image X . N j is the neighborhood of pixel j, composed of all pixels which are part of cliques including site j. This condition will fail for a number of MRF models when we allow the negative wi j under the design techiques presented here, among them the generalized Gaussian MRF (GGMRF)[6], with l (t) = |t|q, whose second derivative is unbounded at the origin. A single negative coefficient, when the corresponding neighboring pixels are equal, will dominate the sum in (8). However, since a quadratic log-likelihood will always dominate the log GGMRF at large values of penalty, we are optimistic that this will be primarily an optimization issue, rather than a problem of the estimator’s stability. For image quality and favorable numerical behavior, forcing l (·) to have quadratic shape at the origin has proven valuable. We have found the q-Generalized Gaussian MRF [4], with



l (t) =



|t| p , 1 + |t/c| p−q



(9)



to provide both appropriate low-intensity smoothing as well as edge preservation. The parameter q forms the penalty for large differences, and is typically chosen near 1.2,



FIGURE 5. Non-Gaussian prior models with spectral coefficient design. Left: MAP estimate under GGMRF prior with q = 1.3; right: MAP estimate of pig head with q-GGMRF.



with p = 2. The threshold c determines the location of approximate transition from lowintensity, Gaussian behavior to edge mode. This model features an upper bound on the second derivative in (8) and therefore relatively simple conditions for meeting (8) on a reasonable feasible set. The nonquadratic priors are applied to the previous data sets in the examples of Figure 5. In each case, the new MRF provides a potentially useful alternative, with enhanced rendering of the targeted frequency band within the advantageous Bayesian estimation framework. Further investigation of spectral MRF design may expose additional benefits.
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